Energy savings certificates (ESCs) are used in some states as a mechanism through which third parties, such as commercial and industrial companies, can help utilities comply with energy efficiency targets. This issue explains ESCs and discusses their role in compliance markets.

WHAT ARE ENERGY SAVINGS CERTIFICATES (ESCs)?
Energy savings certificates (ESCs) are tradable certificates, similar to renewable energy certificates (RECs), that typically represent one megawatt-hour (MWh) of energy savings from efficiency projects. ESCs are also known by various other names, including:

- Energy efficiency certificates or credits (EECs)
- White certificates or tradable white certificates (TWCs)
- White Tags™

Differing terminology is also used to describe ESCs in individual markets, based on specific state policy language such as:

- Connecticut – Class III Renewable Energy Credits
- Nevada – Portfolio Energy Credits
- Pennsylvania – Tier II Alternative Energy Credits

ESCs can be used in both compliance and voluntary markets. This fact sheet focuses on compliance markets.

HOW ARE COMPLIANCE ESC MARKETS CREATED?
Several states—and some countries—have passed legislation that requires utilities to reduce their expected energy load growth by improving the energy efficiency of their customers. For example, a utility with expected annual sales of five million MWh may be required to “generate” one percent of this demand by creating energy savings of 50,000 MWh—equivalent to 50,000 ESCs. In the United States, many states have established efficiency targets by passing an Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS) or a Renewable Electricity Standard (RES) with a provision for energy efficiency (for more about RES policies, see Issue 5 of WRI’s Bottom Line series). Such policies may require that a percentage of MWh or thermal sales are met with efficiency, or they may require that efficiency be used to meet a specified percentage of annual load growth.

WHERE DO EERS-TYPE PROGRAMS EXIST?
Currently 21 states have energy efficiency targets either through EERS-type programs or RES programs with efficiency targets (see Figure 1). These targets can be mandatory or voluntary, depending on the state. Several states (including Connecticut, Nevada, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey) have included provisions in their legislation that would allow third parties, such as commercial and industrial customers, to generate ESCs and sell them to utilities that are seeking to comply with energy efficiency targets. It is unclear whether all states with such provisions will implement a trading program, but Connecticut has established an active market for ESCs.

Outside of the United States, New South Wales (Australia) instituted the first EERS-type program that uses ESCs in 2003. Italy, Great Britain and France have since established ESC trading programs, and in June 2008 India released a Climate Action Plan that encouraged the creation of a national market for ESCs. In the United States, although EERS and RES programs have thus far been implemented only at the state level, there is ongoing discussion of a federal RES policy that could include efficiency targets.

Figure 1. States that have implemented EERS or RES efficiency targets as of August 2008 (source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency).
What types of projects can generate ESCs?
Guidelines for energy efficiency projects are established by each state’s specific legislation. Although eligibility varies from state to state, examples of efficiency projects that can generate ESCs include:

- Commercial and industrial lighting upgrades
- Cogeneration or combined heat and power (CHP)
- Increased efficiency of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, or improved insulation to prevent losses

How are energy efficiency savings measured and verified?
The process of measuring the energy efficiency savings represented by ESCs requires establishing a baseline for energy use and/or demand before and after the implementation of an efficiency project. The approach to doing this depends on the specific market design rules and can include “deemed savings” figures (standard figures for projects where the expected savings are well understood), engineering calculations, and direct measurement. Many compliance markets require third party verification using a measurement and verification (M&V) protocol. The protocol may vary depending on policy decisions about program implementation cost, ease of compliance, and other factors. Many M&V standards are based on the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP), although some programs have chosen to create their own protocols.

How much are ESCs worth?
ESC prices vary depending on the market. In compliance markets, the maximum price can effectively be capped by the regulatory authority by means of a non-compliance penalty. In Connecticut, for example, an alternative compliance payment (ACP) of $31/MWh is charged to utilities that fail to meet their efficiency targets. Programs may also set a minimum price—$10/MWh in the case of Connecticut. In July 2008, the trading price for ESCs in Connecticut was $26.75/MWh. Over the history of the program—six quarterly trading periods—indicative prices have generally been between $20 and $25. In Italy, ESC average prices are around $69/MWh (approximately €47), according to the most recent available data. Only a handful of trades have occurred in the British scheme—less than ten trades combined during the three compliance years of the market—so pricing data is unavailable. For more information on ESC trading experience, see the November 2008 issue of Energy Efficiency in the Additional References section.

How do ESCs encourage investments in energy efficiency?
ESC can offer utilities a flexible means of achieving energy efficiency targets while rewarding commercial and industrial companies that are successful in reducing energy use with an additional revenue stream that may improve the economics of a project. Commercial and industrial companies may choose to implement eligible projects independently or seek financing from a third party, such as a utility or a clean energy fund, often in exchange for future ownership of the credits. Ownership can vary depending on the rules that govern the market. In some cases, the entity that funds the efficiency project will own the credits, while in others, the facility owner where the equipment is installed is entitled to the rights.

Are there voluntary markets for ESCs?
Some commercial and industrial companies are participating in voluntary ESC markets. In these markets, firms buy and sell credits representing energy savings from voluntary energy efficiency projects in order to demonstrate corporate commitment to environmental sustainability and enhance brand image. The voluntary market does not yet have a singular certifying body to add credibility to the market, as the “Green-e” standard does for renewable energy certificates.
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